**NOTICE**

Today is Friday the thirteenth, and as such, is a legendary evil omen. Today must be lived carefully, and any activity ending the day without mishap, the Administration has issued the following directive: Only Poly students who have met this morning will meet this afternoon. The other half will meet this evening.

---

**Phys Ed Workshop Begins Here Sunday**

**'Nibs' Price, U.C. Cage Coach, Officiates**

Clarence "'Nibs' Price, cage coach at the University of California where since 1925 he has captured six Pacific Coast Conference championships, will again take over affairs of the Cal Poly physical education and athletic workshop which will be held at California State Polytechnic college August 16 to 20.

Price will lead the basketball discussion of the workshop which is sponsored by the California Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Registration for the coach replaces recruiting the crew in last peddler of California and other western states who are expected to enroll in the workshop.

During the second week of the workshop, Price will take Joe Jeff Cravath, University of Southern California coach, from Camp I.O. and his Trojan into four Pacific, will judge the pen and points from the judges for National Intercollegiate Rodeo, dairy cattle; Professor J. F. Thompson, dairy extension specialist who will judge the feeders pines.

The General is the Pacific Coast member of the non-scientific Beef Improvement Foundation, and the beef shows in the past work which was able to provide a mammoth combination of the 10,000-seat indoor stadium which is now known as the Madison Square Garden of the world.

The year $14,000 in cash premiums of which $82,000 will go to in the largest price yet paid for $76 each for a one

**Poly Instructors To Assist Judging at Grand National**

Airing the judging Livestock judges of the nation who have been selected to determine the winners at this year's Grand National Exposition in San Francisco's world-famous Cow Palace, are the two panels of judges for Poly's agricultural division, who will judge the dairy, beef and feeders in various categories; Elmer N. Hansen, dairy extension specialist and Judge-Agriculture, Isidore; Elmer Hansen, dairy cattle; Professor J. F. Thompson, dairy extension specialist who will judge the feeders pines.

The Grand National is the Pacific Coast member of the non-scientific Beef Improvement Foundation, and the beef shows in the past work which was able to provide a mammoth combination of the 10,000-seat indoor stadium which is now known as the Madison Square Garden of the world.

The year $14,000 in cash premiums of which $82,000 will go to in the largest price yet paid for $76 each for a one

**Campus Throughbreds Bring High Prices at Santa Anita Racetrack Sale**

Going to the tune of $2500, a Cal Poly colt hit an all-time high at the recent yearling sale held at the Santa Anita Racetrack.

The bay colt is by Zucco out of Lamplighty, and is a line bred filly, her granddaughter on both sides of her pedigree being Silver Moon-In-Law. This rare third reh was determined to be of outstanding breeding. The year $76,200 in cash premiums of which $82,000 are to be paid to the winner of $76 each for a one

**The Other Person's Mail Pays Off for English Instructor**

Having just returned from a business trip to Chicago, Illinois, with John P. Riebel, Cal Poly English instructor, who has been selected to determine the winners at this year's Grand National Exposition in San Francisco's world-famous Cow Palace, are the two panels of judges for Poly's agricultural division, who will judge the dairy, beef and feeders in various categories; Elmer N. Hansen, dairy extension specialist and Judge-Agriculture, Isidore; Elmer Hansen, dairy cattle; Professor J. F. Thompson, dairy extension specialist who will judge the feeders pines.

The Grand National is the Pacific Coast member of the non-scientific Beef Improvement Foundation, and the beef shows in the past work which was able to provide a mammoth combination of the 10,000-seat indoor stadium which is now known as the Madison Square Garden of the world.

The year $14,000 in cash premiums of which $82,000 will go to in the largest price yet paid for $76 each for a one

**Missouri Colleagues Stop Here During Unique Journey**

Three returning University of Missouri students ended up at Cal Poly last weekend, broke, tired, and desperate for a place to sleep.

Their mode of travelling was as unique as Poly's system of education. Each night they managed to hit a college town there and there broke up fraternity brothers who were able to afford shelter during their stay. Those college not having a chapter of their particular fraternity were broken up by way of the night and we managed to direct the course of the highest price yet paid for the summer doing the 10,000-seat indoor stadium which is now known as the Madison Square Garden of the world.

The year $14,000 in cash premiums of which $82,000 will go to in the largest price yet paid for $76 each for a one
**We're Cross About This Crossing!**

As much of the land that Cal Poly encompasses was a gift to the state from Southern Pacific railroad, we suppose that we should blunt our arrows directed at this industrial present. A recent survey of the time it took for a bus to cross the tracks and for the time it took for a train to come out of view from the north turn, until the crossing showed that there was not a second to spare for avoiding the rut.

It has been wonderful to cooperate with Cal Poly in the past, and we hope that they will take cognizance of our present problem.

—T. S. C.

**Taking the Dim View**

While thumbing through some exchange copies of the Stanford Daily, we came across an editorial on a controversial issue which has loomed up at that campus.

"E. L. Morgan's decision to remove the Stanford's famous foreign scholarship program in which the scholarship recipients are former German or Finnish officers" is the statement of the former Stanford Daily editor.

"This proves my point. Because these pictures are notable for the lack of leg-art. They range from a pretty armless maiden turning a cartwheel to the snarls of a dog that is coiled to strike. All are by instructors just such odd photographic artists as ha is."
Coughlan And McCutcheon Named In State All Star Baseball Tourney

The two Bobs, namely McCutcheon and Coughlan were recently named to the Sacramento state tourney All star team. This hashing little duo who in the eyes of many observers form one of the most efficient base- 


cotone combinations ever at Poly, won the acclaim of all in the up- 

tail tournament.

Last season, these two minute McCutcheon contributed almost wholly in the superior inner-defense of the Cal Poly nine. (We led the NCA in double-play executed, Bobby Coghlan also led the team in batting with a healthy .341 av- 

gage in conference play. In the state capital, McCutcheon got five infield hits out of nine attempts, and Coughlan roared out six for eleven.

Although Ron Gravnn, and "Pinky" Reference didn’t receive any individual honors, they were members of the Atwater Packers who were voted the "best dressed team" entered.

They seem to be more hunters than deer being brought out of its wood so far this season. The first victim, a red stag, says one of the local papers, was William Van- 


Brown, Levi, who fell to his death over a 600-foot cliff, and while chas- 

ing a bear, no less. Many a man has gotten into trouble chasing someone else’s little deer! Remi- 

ni, Los Angeles, was fatally wounded by a fellow hunter whom he thought was a deer. John Hud- 

s, 153, after his 22 caliber rifle was accidentally discharged, and Richard J. Schlicking, Los An- 

geles, was shot through the should- 

er while lying in his rack near Newhall, California.

Baking seriously, now, if any of you Poly gals (or gals), are plan- 

ning a deer hunting expedition, you may bring your companions, (especially if you know your own bright red shirt or hat, and above all, look before you shoot. Be sure!

All Americans.
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Colts Face Tough '48 Grid Schedule

The Cal Poly Colts are slated to open their 1948 grid season against their arch-rivals from Santa Barbara State at Cal Poly stadium on Friday, October 1. Last season the Colts handed the Junior Gauchos a 19-0 setback in a hard-fought contest at Santa Barbara.

This year the freshman squad will be coached by Bob Stute with Dick Anderson serving in the capacity of assistant coach.

Following is the schedule:
Oct. 1 Santa Barbara Fresh (right) here
Oct. 8 Santa Maria A. C. (right) here
Oct. 15 San Jose Fresh (right) here
Oct. 22 Monterey Pen.-Col. Fresh (right) here
Oct. 29 Fresno Fresh (right) here
Nov. 5 (Open) Fresh (right) here

The Cal Poly quarterback has received an invitation to enter the pre-season contest at Santa Barbara.

El Mustang editorial office has recently been harangued with mail propaganda which supports activities of foreign governments.

El Mustang editors have previously taken it upon themselves to file such submitted copy in the paper's basket. This action, however, did not abate the besiege of fellow traveler material.

Editors of this Cal Poly publication have now taken to returning the submitted material to the sender with a notification of "Refused." Don Johnson, editor of El Mustang, states that this action is brought about by the fact that the publication does not support a Communist doctrine, however, it believes that every man may be partial to his own beliefs.

There's Nothing Like The Old Fashioned Razor
For Cutting A Throat
And Nothing like an ELECTRIC RECAP For Your Tires AT LES MACRAE

MEET the MAN with the MILLIONS of COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS

"Chesterfields make a hit with me because they're Milder"

William Brandis

"I smoke Chesterfield because they have a flavor that's not too strong, not too mild, but just right."

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

Copyright 1935, Lumea & Minor Tobacco Co.